
Chapter 1 

Reflecting on Authentic Education: 

A Deeper and Multidisciplinary Perspective to Education 

 

What Does Education Truly Mean? 

We come across attempts by many in giving a meaning to the term ‘education’, mainly in 

numerous pedagogy-related literature. In many such cases, it carries a subjective meaning; 

the writers, as well as readers, make a meaning based on their personal experiences and social 

and educational backgrounds. However, the notion carries immense significance and requires 

more elaboration. What does education genuinely, or authentically, mean? The author 

attempts to discuss and answer this difficult question in detail throughout this book, utilising 

a multidisciplinary, broader approach to understanding and defining it than we usually do. 

 

Ambiguities in Understanding and Defining Education 

When we traverse through high volumes of literature available, generally on education or any 

other related disciplines, more times than not, we usually get lost in meanings or develop 

doubts whenever a deeper understanding is pursued. We seem to get very useful isolated 

pieces of information, and they are not very well integrated or generalised in a meaningful 

manner that we can digest and absorb further insightfully. Or at least, we feel that we can 

critically as well as clearly analyse them to form or synthesise more useful inferences by 

integrating many domains of knowledge. Each education institute defines the standards it 

conforms to in providing educational services, albeit adhering to some broader frameworks 

accepted and practiced within wider communities and societies. These institutes then attempt 

to impart the understood standards to their academic staff to the best practically possible 

extent so that they can utilise them in the classroom. Each administrative unit, such as a 



department or school within an institute, will have their own reservations in conforming to 

the standards it maintains and practices. Academic members combine what they have 

perceived as education, or what they have experienced in the past as education, and the 

standards imparted on them by the institutes to unfold the teaching-learning processes. 

Different academic members do assess students based on their own understanding, or 

interpretations, of what education and assessment is all about, and the students get evaluated 

and graded accordingly. Traditionally, most of these assessments are purely based on 

discipline-specific cognitive abilities. They do not usually do not focus on evaluating the 

social and emotional aspects (‘CASEL Is transforming’, 2019; ‘What Is SEL?’, 2019; Jagers, 

Rivas-Drake, & Borowski, 2018; ‘From a Nation at Risk’, n.d.; Rockett, 2018) of learning 

despite the fact that they are an integral part of learning and learner engagement. Each 

individual student is different from the other fellow students in many different ways – in 

particular, in his/her worldview or mindset– and each will have their preferences or likes and 

dislikes. Some students would enjoy the teaching-learning processes practiced by a certain 

academic on a certain subject area, but some other students may not like the teaching-

learning style of that particular academic. The latter group may achieve a better grade for the 

course, or unit, on a new attempt, possibly within a new teaching-learning environment in 

which he or she may have been more motivated for various reasons, including having a 

higher purpose (Larkin, 2016; Wallis, 2018; Zakrzewski, 2018; Hanson, 2019) than merely 

getting employed or usefulness (Mitchell, 2016). Many presume that the assessment grades, 

irrespective of the learning-teaching and social environment in which they were awarded, 

predict the learners’ future success, or failure, in relation to a career in the discipline of study 

or in general, in life. But a single learner may have a combination of high as well as low 

grades within the same discipline of study, or he or she may change the discipline of study at 

a later stage and achieve better results than the previous study. Do we as individuals, 



organisations, communities, and societies oversimplify the academic results at any level of 

education as something that inherently represents the respective learner instead of something 

as situational (Clark, 2016)? Do we disregard the notion of mindset, or more specifically, the 

growth mindset (Dweck, 2016; O’Keefe, Dweck, & Walton, 2018) that researchers refer to as 

a level of motivation and attitude that enables individuals to continue learning successfully 

throughout their lives, despite peaks and valley in externally oriented achievements along the 

way? 

Despite years of study and assessment undergone at academic institutes, a number of 

prospective employers prefer to conduct their own testing and assessments before giving an 

opportunity for a candidate to work, raising the issue of validity of assessments, which are 

mostly narrow and specific-cognitive-ability-based, conducted by the academic units and 

institutes. Further, in many cases, the employers may need their employees to work in narrow 

areas of knowledge and skills for long periods of time, minimising the scope for continuous 

learning and personal development for individuals as well as devaluing the need for broader 

educational experience, especially when employment is merely the purpose of education. 

Does education merely possess some extrinsic, disintegrated, and narrow measure or value, 

such as employability through perceived achievement, or does it have any other intrinsic 

value for learners such as developing mindsets, attitudes, and worldviews, leading to 

developing sustainable societies? Many students, especially in teenage and early adulthood, 

may feel the learning environment in a more neutral manner, with no positive or negative 

implications, possibly due to having no benchmark or experience to be based on or compare 

with, or not being bold or knowledgeable enough to challenge the long-standing pedagogical 

practices and the status quo. What I am trying to get here is to question the authenticity of 

education the learners receive in the face of many differences within the students, academics, 

course materials, standards enforced by departmental units, institutes, and industrial bodies 



and prospective employer expectations and their perceptions on education and teaching-

learning practices. Further, we would like to analyse why some highly acclaimed scholars go 

to the extent of referring to our contemporary education system as akin to a ‘brain-damaging’ 

system (Houston, 1999; Chamorro-Premuzic & Frankiewicz, 2019; Hess & Shriver, 2019; 

Chester, 2019), as opposed to one that enlightens the learners (Colagrossi, 2018). 

 

Understanding Authentic Education from Multidisciplinary Perspectives 

Integrated and Deeper Meaning to Education 

The notion of authentic education (Watagodakumbura, 2013e), as perceived by the author, 

needs to be viewed essentially from a multidisciplinary or multidomain-integrative (Siegal, 

2011; Siegel, 2015) perspective: integrating across cognitive, emotional, and social domains 

as opposed to knowledge within mainly the cognitive domain. Educationists discuss deep-

versus-surface learning, critical thinking, Bloom’s taxonomy, learning theories, learning 

styles, and so forth. On the other side of the pedagogical equation, learners are forced to 

maximise their effectiveness in obtaining the highest possible grades, usually spending the 

minimum possible time, so that they become economically stable in future through their 

chosen or pushed-into careers, though very narrowly defined sometimes. Most of the time, 

these learners will have to chase a common set of narrowly defined goals, or targets, in 

pursuit of higher grades, disregarding individual differences in mindsets, worldviews, 

neurological characteristics, and experiences, etc., in an operationally manageable but quite 

unnaturally defined pathway. Psychologists of various specialist areas and medical 

professionals discuss learning disabilities, special and gifted education, neurodiversity, 

existential depression in gifted adults, mental illnesses, emotional and other sensitivities, 

sequential and visual-spatial learners, multiple intelligence and intelligence tests, personality 

and human development, and so forth. Neuroscientists study and discuss brain structures and 



their functions and how they relate to learning and learning theories. Computer scientists 

study the domains of artificial neural networks, machine learning, and artificial intelligence 

and try to emulate human brain functions using computers and related machines. Under these 

circumstances, how the notion of education needs to evolve from a traditional perspective 

differentiating clearly how the artificially intelligent machines and multiply-intelligent, wise 

human being should operate in a future workforce (Robinson, 2017; ‘The Future of 

Education’, 2018; McKay, 2019; Beth, Shapiro, Shannon, & Sheppard, 2019). From an 

economics perspective, investors, so to speak, and business organisations, at least in a 

traditional perspective, compete for human skills, as if they receive them from robots that are 

finely programmed to perform narrow tasks in a repetitive, sequential, or noncreative manner, 

though operating at higher speeds to maximise their economic gains merely through 

operational efficiency, in the same way the notion is applied to machines: disregarding social 

and emotional aspects of human operations. Education managers ponder on making students 

happy at any cost, mainly with a short-term focus and to keep them quiet for the moment, or 

less grumbling by viewing mainly from a marketing or business perspective. That is, they are 

more focused on economic management of their ventures while maintaining the status quo 

over implementing sound pedagogical or other important and sustainable social principles 

and practices. These different perspectives of different stakeholders resulting in a tug-of-war 

scenario put the onlookers and learners in a very vague, or undirected, situation, if not a 

highly confused one. 

 The challenge is to integrate and prioritise all these perspectives to understand and 

define authentic education, the deeper perspective of education, in a sensible and meaningful 

manner, boldly attacking the status quo, in order to remove any confusions/contradictions as 

well as to pave the way for sustainable social development. The task truly has a 

multidimensional as well as a systems-thinking perspective, as is the case in most real-world 



problems in a very dynamic and ever-changing environment. If we disregard even a single 

relevant dimension, or an associated system from the equation, we are likely to get a less 

optimal or distorted perspective of the issue. In many real-world problem-solving exercises, 

oversimplification of the problem takes place as some of the related dimensions are neglected 

while allowing some others to dominate, not necessarily in the order of how significant each 

of these perspectives is to the outcome or to a systems-thinking based (Senge, 2006; 

Goleman, 2013) sustainable social development. World-renowned psychologist Daniel 

Goleman, who was influential in popularising the notion of emotional intelligence, subtly put 

forth some instances where oversimplification takes place in a superficial manner, sometimes 

unbeknownst to the problem-solver/decision-maker in his book Focus: The Hidden Driver of 

Excellence (2013): 

  

People attribute what happens to them to events close in time and space, when in 

reality it’s the result of the dynamics of the larger system within which they are 

embedded…The problem gets compounded by what’s called the ‘illusion of 

explanatory depth’, where we feel confident in our understanding of a complex 

system, but in reality have just superficial knowledge. 

 The need to focus on a less complicated order (whether in organising our 

closets, developing a business strategy, or analysing LCA data) reflects a fundamental 

truth. We live within extremely complex systems, but engage them lacking the 

cognitive capacity to understand or manage them completely. Our brain has solved 

this problem by finding means to sort through what’s complicated via simple decision 

rules.  

 



To understand what authentic education is, we need to look at it from each of the 

aforementioned different perspectives in the least. Marilee Bresciani Ludvik (2016a) provides 

a comprehensive definition to the notion of ‘higher education’, akin to the phenomenon of 

authentic education we used, and how it deviates from the traditional version in the book The 

Neuroscience of Learning and Development: Enhancing Creativity, Compassion, Critical 

Thinking, and Peace in Higher Education, which she edited: ‘The commodity of higher 

education is not the course-by-course, credit-hour-accumulated degree; rather the commodity 

of higher education is the human process of learning and development that can be measured 

through direct evidence gathered in reflective learning portfolios’. 

Let us take each of the above viewpoints from which authentic education can be 

viewed and addressed in depth in the next three chapters to figure out the real nature of the 

related issues. To set the tone for the rest of the chapters, let us first define briefly some of the 

commonly used terms in this book in the contexts in which we have used them in our 

discussions. 

 

The Use of the Concept of Learning and Development in this Book 

When we use the term ‘learning’ (along with ‘development, which is implied) in general in 

this book, it indicates that the learner grasps an overall and thorough understanding of the 

contents being learnt. That is, when learning is accomplished, the learner will have a lasting 

memory of knowledge, and he/she will be able to use or apply that understanding or 

knowledge in a wide variety of situations he or she faces daily in both professional and 

personal lives, in the short-term as well as in the years to come. In this context, we infer that 

learning is done with a broader and deeper sense of understanding, as opposed to one at a 

narrow and superficial level. Further, when we refer to learning in this book, it does not 

necessarily indicate that learners are in a classroom environment, nor are they enrolled for a 



programme of study. Instead, we present the notion that learning takes place in any 

environment or situation to the extent that the learner raises his/her awareness or is being 

mindful (Rechtschaffen & Rechtschaffen, 2015; Hanson, 2019; Spoon, 2018; Langer, 2015; 

Kabat-Zinn, 2005); for example, a learner may be on the road and learning by mindfully 

(Langer, 2016) observing an incident. In effect, they will be creating mental pictures, or 

objects, that would last in their memories for a long period of time. Researchers usually refer 

to this phenomenon as incidental learning (Eide & Eide, 2004). Further, incidental learning is 

most likely to be implicit – taking place unconscious to the learner. For any learner, 

incidental learning plays an important role in forming lasting memories of knowledge. 

Learners typically bring a wealth of experience and knowledge, mostly based on 

implicit/incidental learning, to a classroom environment, and in the classroom, they ideally 

construct additional meanings or relationships from their existing knowledge base as part of 

enhanced learning. In our context, in general, learning indicates that learners broaden and 

deepen their knowledge base using whatever the avenues available. 

Further, in the way we use the term ‘learning’, it is implied that learning has a 

physical meaning to it; that is, when the learners construct meaning, or knowledge, the 

neurons, or brain cells, grow into denser networks, making it possible to form new 

connections among them, a notion formally known as neuroplasticity (DiTullio, 2018; 

Davidson, 2018; Zull, 2002; Siegel, 2015; Goleman & Davidson, 2017; Evrard et al., 2016). 

In other words, our brains can make new neural connections across neurons/neural cells 

(which is the basis of memory) based on the experiences we undergo in a mindful way or 

even simply paying attention to something. However, sometimes we may have to get rid of 

any misconceptions we have, removing some existing neural network connections, a process 

we may call ‘unlearning’. That is, the more the number of meaningful, or useful, connections 

can be made among neural cells of different parts of the brain, the better the learning 



achieved, as reported by studies on highly creative/sensitive individuals. In other words, 

learners learn better when more parts of the brain, such as left and right hemispheres and 

other major parts of the cerebral cortex, are involved in the process. Further, it is worth 

highlighting here that learning takes place internal to each individual learner, creating a 

subjective meaning to the same pieces of knowledge based on the experiences and 

mindset/worldview of the individual learner; in other words, we emphasise that knowledge is 

not objective. Instead, individuals construct meaning to different levels of depth and breadth 

(Yero, 2002). We may highlight other types of learning when specifically referring to them, 

such as in the use of surface learning, higher-order learning, or lifelong learning. 

 Another important difference in the way we use the term ‘learning’ (along 

with the implied ‘development’) compared to how the term was used in a traditional sense is 

the essential need for a learner to develop an internal focus/awareness (as opposed to always 

focusing on external contents) so that he/she becomes reflectively aware of the status of 

his/her emotions, passions, thoughts, perceptions, worldview, strengths, weaknesses, intuition 

etc., and their relevance to the environment we live in. The emeritus American professor of 

medicine Jon Kabat-Zinn, who founded the internationally renowned MBSR (Mindfulness-

Based Stress Reduction) program, highlights the value of developing a high degree of self-

awareness for an individual by accessing the most readily available and highly useful inner 

knowledge of himself/herself in his bestselling book Full Catastrophe Living: Using the 

Wisdom of Your Body and Mind to Face Stress, Pain, and Illness (2013):  

 

This is the path of insight, of wisdom, and of healing. It is the path of acceptance and 

peace. It is the path of the mind-body looking deeply into itself and knowing itself. It 

is the art of conscious living, of knowing your inner resources and your outer 



resources and knowing also that, fundamentally, there is neither inner nor outer. It is 

profoundly ethical. 

 

In putting all of the above related notions together, Marilee Bresciani Ludvik’s 

(2016a) following definition of ‘learning and development’ has a much broader 

multidisciplinary/multidimensional perspective, akin to the notion we embrace throughout 

this book: Learning and development is combining: 

 

(a) The knowledge gained from research, course learning, and book learning with (b) 

the wisdom gained from intuition, sensing, and the mindful experiencing of emotions 

with (c) the ability to embrace the unknown, be curious, and inquire into that we 

cannot yet see. 

 

 Interestingly, the personal characteristic of intuition (informally referred to as the gut 

feeling and also directly related to the notions of self-awareness and insight) is widely 

highlighted in formal definitions of learning and development in more recent related 

literature, and more specifically as an important quality of leadership. Daniel Goleman (2013) 

has given an insightful relationship between the computer-science related notion of ‘data 

science’ (or, more informally, ‘big data’) and the human phenomenon of intuition: 

 

Data science requires more than math skills: it also takes people who have a wide-

ranging curiosity, and whose innovation is guided by their own experience – not just 

data. After all, the best intuition takes huge amounts of data, harvesting our entire life 

experience, and filters it through the human brain. 

 



In an era of information and communication technologies (ICT) in which business 

organisations are doing their utmost to get supercomputing machines and technologies to 

store, process, and integrate large volumes of electronic data to come up with better strategic 

decisions for making the businesses more sustainable. The essence of ‘data science’ is the use 

of high-performance computing resources to unravel important business insights from large 

volumes of diverse types of organisational data gathered externally as well as internally. In 

parallel to these technological endeavours of data/information integration from large 

organisations around the world, there has been a very similar silent revolution taking place in 

the human development space for some time. It is the vast and increasing interest shown on 

attentional-training and/or mindfulness practices in the realms of emotional intelligence and 

self-awareness by reputed business organisations and educational institutes. With these mind-

training/self-regulation practices, as become evident from neuroscience/brain research 

outcomes, human brains can be made to retrieve, process, and integrate large volumes of 

information meaningfully to enable taking better decisions in personal and professional lives. 

Rick Hanson, an American best-selling author and psychologist, provides a quite 

broader definition for learning that we would like to emulate in our discussion here in his 

recent book Resilient: Find Your Inner Strength (2018): 

 

Going on a long hike, we need to bring food and other supplies. Similarly, on the road 

of life, we need psychological supplies such as compassion and courage. How do we 

get these supplies into the neural ‘backpack’?…We do it by learning. This is a broad 

term that goes far beyond memorising multiplication tables. Any lasting change of 

mood, outlook, or behaviour requires learning…About a third of our attributes are 

innate in our DNA, while the other two-thirds are acquired through learning. This is 



very good news, since it means we have great influence over who we become, who 

we learn to be. 

 

One of the key messages coming out from the above definition of learning is that 

one’s capacities for learning are not hardwired at the time of his/her birth; rather, there is a 

significant influence from the environment, our levels of motivation, and our own decisions 

on our learning and development. 

Many researchers, scientists, and scholars have reiterated that effective learning is not 

a result merely emerging from the cognitive domain; rather, other domains such as emotional 

(including motivational) and social are heavily involved (‘CASEL Is Transforming’, 2019; 

‘What Is SEL?’, 2019; Jagers, Rivas-Drake, & Borowski, 2018; ‘From a Nation at Risk’, 

n.d.; Rockett, 2018). Kelly Palmer, a well-known thought leader on learning, and David 

Blake, the cofounder and executive chairman of Degreed (a lifelong technology-based 

learning platform) quote Bror Saxberg (a renowned American learning science strategist who 

advocates on putting more ‘learning engineers to business organisations’) in their recent book 

The Expertise Economy: How the Smartest Companies Use Learning to Engage, Compete, 

and Succeed (2018) to highlight the above notions, as given here: 

 

Learning is very context sensitive to what’s already in your head. You have to 

understand the cognitive aspects, like what have you already mastered. What is 

already in your long-term memory? What are your areas of expertise?…Learning has 

to be personalised according to both the cognitive aspects that you have or don’t have 

and the motivations you have or don’t have. 

You need to start, persist, and put in mental effort. That’s when the brain 

changes. It is like a muscle, and the brain actually changes as a result of learning. 



 

The above description from Saxberg gives us some very useful notions of about 

true/effective learning. Learning builds on continuously throughout one’s life based on what 

one has retained in his/her long-term memory. In effect, true forms of learning should not 

disappear from the learner’s memory a few days or weeks after an examination (as that 

happens when hurriedly cramming to short-term memory just prior to a test/examination). 

Further, learning has to be personalised based on individual learner characteristics/context to 

be highly effective. 

  

The Use of the Notion of Giftedness (along with the implied “creativity”) in This Book 

The term ‘giftedness’ in general is used to refer to individuals who possess very high abilities 

in many or some specific area. We may refer to an individual as a gifted mathematician, 

gifted musician, gifted artist, or even gifted athlete, and so forth. However, giftedness is not 

well understood in our contemporary society in general, and some even feel very 

uncomfortable with it. Some believe it refers to individuals with all-round abilities or who 

excel in everything. Some others believe that giftedness is very rare, and in our whole history, 

we have had only a few gifted individuals, such as Da Vinci and Einstein. In some other 

cases, giftedness is attached only when a specific product is innovated or a tangible outcome 

is presented. Another common public opinion about giftedness is that gifted individuals are 

the high achievers in our society in their respective fields and thus possess a large number of 

credentials or honours. In other words, in general, we assume that all high achievers in 

whatever manner are gifted and that all the gifted are automatically high achievers in terms of 

extrinsic measures such as credentials and honours; that is, we implicitly assume all gifts of 

all gifted individuals are identified and fostered quite freely all the time, everywhere in our 

societies. This turns out to be not quite an accurate assumption, as we will see throughout our 



discussions in this book. As Scott Kaufman, a renowned American psychologist, author, and 

science writer on intelligence and creativity, and Carolyn Gregoire put forth in their book 

Wired to Create: Unraveling the Mysteries of the Creative Mind (2016), creativity/giftedness 

is not always synonymous with achievement:  

 

Our cultural disapproval of creativity tends to show through when we look at creative 

paths that don’t lead to mainstream success. There’s a high price to pay for being 

creative – tireless work, solitude and isolation, failure, and the risk of ridicule and 

rejection. 

In fact, most children are natural nonconformists. Unfortunately, either at 

home or in school (or both), many children grow up in environments that devalue 

independent and creative thought and instead reward imitation, memorization, and 

rote learning. The suppression of free thinking and imagination often starts in the 

educational system. Many people can recall an experience during childhood…when 

they were punished for thinking differently from everyone else. These experiences 

can lead children to suppress their natural inquisitive and creative instincts.  

 

We use the concept of giftedness/creativity broadly and deeply in this book without 

necessarily associating it with extrinsic achievement, and more specifically, would use it in 

the manner how the well-known Polish psychologist and psychiatrist Kazimierz Dabrowski 

(1977) referred to gifted personnel, essentially with some intrinsic measures. In many 

scholarly sources, giftedness and high creativity are referred to as more or less synonymous, 

entailing some inherent characteristics demonstrated as opposed to a quality based on some 

extrinsic measures of produced outcomes, achievements, or honours (Kaufman & Gregoire, 

2016; Silverman, 2002). 



Dabrowski used the term ‘gifted’ to refer to those with high developmental potential 

as human beings; they possess most prominently emotional, intellectual, and imaginational 

overexcitabilities, or ‘superstimulatabilities’, meaning high intensities or sensitivities, and 

provide somewhat unusual and elevated, or higher than average, responses to environmental 

stimuli (Piechowski, 2006). One with emotional overexcitabilities can have extreme positive 

and negative, as well as complex, feelings. These feelings and reactions may include 

inhibitions, ecstasy, euphoria, shame, fears and anxieties, guilt, concerns with death, and 

depressive and suicidal moods. They are also able to identify others’ feelings, demonstrating 

the capacity of empathy. Further, these individuals tend to demonstrate strong emotional 

attachments to persons, living things, and places, having difficulty in adjusting to new 

environments and showing compassion and responsiveness to others. Individuals with 

intellectual overexcitabilities will show high curiosity and ability to concentrate deeply; they 

plan in detail and observe keenly and have an interest in avid reading. Further, they embark 

on searching for truth and understanding, form new concepts, and deeply engage in solving 

problems. Individuals with imaginational overexcitabilities frequently use images and 

metaphors, have the capacities for fantasy, poetic and dramatic perceptions, and inventions. 

Further, these individuals tend to have a liking for fairy tales, creating private worlds and 

having imaginary companions. In addition to the above three forms of overexcitabilities, 

Dabrowski also identified psychomotor and sensual overexcitabilities. Individuals with 

psychomotor overexcitabilities will demonstrate rapid speech, intense physical activity, and 

impulsive actions. Individuals with sensual overexcitabilities will have pleasures in seeing, 

smelling, tasting, touching, and hearing. For example, they will have delight in music, 

overeating, and other overindulgences. Due to these higher sensitivities, gifted individuals see 

and experience a different world than what others do; that is, they tend to see the reality in a 

stronger and multisided manner. We can summarise high sensitivities and intensities of gifted 



using the following quote from the Nobel Prize winner Pearl S. Buck: ‘The truly creative 

mind in any field is no more than this: a human creature born abnormally, inhumanely 

sensitive. To him, a touch is a blow. A sound is a noise. Misfortune is a tragedy. A joy is an 

ecstasy. A friend is a lover. A lover is god. And failure is death’ (Piechowski, 2006). 

The term ‘high developmental potential’ indicates that these individuals have the 

potential to become highly ethical, moral, empathic, and creative human beings, overcoming 

the implications of their high overexcitabilities. In a similar but reverse study on highly 

sensitive individuals, Elaine Aron (1999) identified that they are highly creative, intuitive, 

and largely introverted. Consequently, giftedness has some sort of biological, or more 

appropriately physiological, underpinning. It is important to note here that even though they 

have high potential to develop as human beings, it does not necessarily translate into 

producing high achievers, high income earners, or social leaders in the current or existing 

social contexts. Kaufman and Gregoire (2016) present their research finding on the 

association between sensitivity and creativity/giftedness in the following manner: 

 

Creative people of all types tend to be acutely sensitive, and conversely, sensitive 

people are often quite creative. It is easy to see how one trait feeds into the other: To 

both highly creative and highly sensitive mind, there’s simply more to observe, take 

in, feel, and process from their environment. To highly sensitive people…the world 

may appear to be more colourful, dramatic, tragic, and beautiful. Sensitive people 

often pick up the little things in the environment that others miss, see patterns where 

others see randomness, and find meaning and metaphor in the minutiae of everyday 

life. 

 



 As research studies show, gifted individuals usually possess very good abstract 

reasoning and critical thinking abilities and are more creative and curious by nature; abstract 

reasoning and complexity of thought are synonymous with high intelligence (Silverman, 

2012). The other common characteristics of the gifted include having long attention spans if 

involved in tasks of interest and a wide range of interests. They are also avid readers, show 

compassion, and are concerned with justice and fairness. Further, gifted individuals usually 

have a high moral sensitivity and tend to be perfectionistic and idealistic. Development of 

gifted individuals is usually identified to be asynchronous (Webb et al., 2005); that is, it is 

possible that all their abilities and skills do not develop at the same pace, resulting in 

advanced development only in some areas. For example, a gifted child may have advanced 

verbal reasoning abilities while having average mathematical-logical reasoning abilities at a 

certain point in life; judgement, which requires living experience, lagging behind intelligence 

is also not uncommon. Another way the gifted-brains are characterised is the feature of 

multimodality, which refers to memory areas capable of storing many different types of 

memories, such as personal associations and different sensory modalities similar to colour, 

sound, smell, visual images, verbal, or factual impressions. This multimodality operation 

makes gifted individuals capable of making connections that others don’t (Eide & Eide, 

2004). However, they are more vulnerable to insensitive social situations as well as lack of 

general societal understanding of creative/gifted characteristics (Kaufman & Gregoire, 2016). 

In effect, even though they have high abilities of learning and development, their emotional 

and other sensitivities make them vulnerable to adverse social situations. It is not uncommon 

that they perform badly in traditional learning environments, in which the focus is on rote 

learning as opposed to one based on inquiry and figuring out. Kaufman and Gregoire (2016) 

describe these situations in contemporary/traditional educational environments vividly and 

subtly: 



 

Common teaching methods that emphasise direct instruction – those in which the 

child shown what to do rather than given the opportunity to figure it out for herself – 

can hamper the child’s ability to solve problems independently and creatively and 

may instead encourage mindless imitation…she won’t be learning the important real-

world skills of asking questions and sleuthing out new information about a 

problem…learning to imitate sometimes means learning to generate the less 

intelligent response. This is the response that most students give, because of both the 

way they are instructed and the fact that they may be punished for presenting the more 

creative answer. 

 

As we have seen above, gifted individuals do not always and automatically become 

high achievers in a contemporary social context; rather, they thrive on conducive learning and 

social environments while facing the possibility of even getting destroyed in societies 

oriented towards competition, power, status, and wealth; they are – being delicate, gentle, 

unsophisticated, never brutal, and inhibited – likely to withdraw into themselves rather than 

retaliate. They are truthful and responsible for others and self, and as a consequence, tend to 

get stereotyped as maladjusted in insensitive societies (Silverman, 2012). Further, they tend 

to evaluate their own behaviour against inner ideals they have perceived, resulting in a 

conflict between what is and what ought to be; even though these conflicts pave the way for 

higher human developments, they are treated negatively, or as maladjusted, by the societies in 

general. That is, being able to conceptualise what should ideally happen and seeing the 

difference between these ideals and the real-world operations leads gifted individuals to 

become frustrated, emotionally unstable or sufferers of existential depression. Dramatic 

consequences of these situations and approaches in education on some individuals with life-



changing outcomes are presented subtly and concisely by Ellen Langer, a renowned Harvard 

professor of psychology described as the mother of mindfulness, in her highly popular book 

The Power of Mindful Learning (2016): 

 

Schools generally pay little attention to how, when, and by whom the criteria for 

grading were chosen. If the criteria were questioned and varied, students’ position on 

the continuum might change. But they are rarely varied. To make matters worse, once 

we are placed on the tail end of the distribution, social forces work to keep on us 

there, setting us up for a lifetime of success or failure. Our fate as winners, losers or 

just average is sealed. 

 

Other drawbacks of giftedness include enhanced distractibility due to enhanced 

sensitivity and delayed processing due to ‘analysis paralysis’, or ‘getting lost’ in thought, due 

to excessive options that occur to the mind (Eide & Eide, 2004). Consequently, giftedness 

can be treated as a double-edged sword in which we have both positive as well as negative 

implications associated with the quality. However, based on emerging research outcomes and 

evidence, developing emotional intelligence (Goleman, 2005) capacities by using various 

attention-improving/mindfulness/meditative practices (Kabat-Zinn, 2005; Kabat-Zinn, 2013; 

Goleman & Davidson, 2017; Tan, 2014; Ludvik et al., 2016a; Williams & Penman, 2011), 

highly vulnerable individuals with gifted/creative characteristics and 

sensitivities/overexcitabilities, who also got higher levels of potential for leading our societies 

towards sustainability/the greater good, can be guided to develop skills to self-manage/self-

control emotions by focusing inwardly or being more self-aware, leading to building minds of 

equanimity devoid of extreme emotions. Jon Kabat-Zinn (2013) highlights the disappointing 



situation of the lack of focus on developing awareness/self-awareness/mindfulness in our 

contemporary/traditional education systems as follows: 

 

There is still far too little of this in our education. As a rule, our schools do not 

emphasise being, or the training of attention, although this situation is changing 

rapidly. When mindfulness is not taught in school, we are left to sort out the domain 

of being for ourselves. It is doing that is still the dominant currency of the modern 

education. Sadly, though, it is often a fragmented and denatured doing, divorced as it 

is from any emphasis on who is doing the doing, and why. Awareness itself is not 

highly valued, nor are we taught the richness of it and how to nurture, use, and inhabit 

it – how it can round out the limitations and sometimes the tyranny of thinking, and 

provide a counterbalance to our thinking and our emotions, serving as the independent 

dimension of intelligence that it actually is. 

 

Considering that giftedness is a quality based, at least partly, on some neurological 

characteristics, gifted individuals can be as young as one to two years old as well as grown-

up adults; in fact, giftedness can span the whole lifetime. Gifted individuals are identified in 

all ranges of socio-economic backgrounds and in both males and females, more or less, on 

par. In terms of using measures such as intelligence quotient (IQ), a numeric value used to 

indicate the level of intelligence and the average value of intelligence being 100, usually, the 

individuals possessing a value above 120 are considered to be gifted. Psychologists also refer 

to a level, or degree, of giftedness depending on how far an individual goes beyond the IQ 

value of 120. Usually the IQ values are assumed to be normally distributed; however, clinical 

observations suggest that there is a bump around the value of 160 that indicates the existence 

of twice as many as individuals at that mark than is found on the normal distribution curve 



(Webb et al., 2005). Strictly relying on IQ values can sometimes be misleading, as its 

calculation involves averaging values across a number of areas; it is possible that individuals 

demonstrate very high values in some areas while relatively low values, even below the 

average mark, in some other areas. Consequently, due to the averaging process, specific 

strengths and weakness of individuals may go unnoticed. Further, in an era where there are 

growing interests and evidence on the notions of neuroplasticity and growth mindset that 

suggest that individuals can learn and develop in their entire lives, enhancing their 

competencies throughout, a measure taken at a certain point in an individual’s life may not 

demonstrate the complete picture or the potential of him/her except what he/she has 

achieved/retained until that point, subjected to the circumstances/environments. A highly 

related notion is very well presented by Daniel Goleman (2013): 

 

The big shock: statistical analysis found that a child’s level of self-control is every bit 

as powerful a predictor of her adult financial success and health (and criminal record, 

for that matter) as are social class, wealth of family of origin, or IQ. Willpower 

emerged as a completely independent force in life success – in fact, for financial 

success, self-control in childhood proved a stronger predictor than either IQ or social 

class of the family of origin. 

 

The Use of the Concept of Creativity (along with implied ‘giftedness’) in This Book 

As stated above, in some literature, the notions of giftedness and creativity are referred to as 

possessing very similar personal characteristics, if not the same (Kaufman & Gregoire, 2016; 

Silverman, 2002). However, in general, there is a tendency to use the term ‘creativity’ in 

relation to arts-and-crafts-type work or a piece of literature, such as a novel or a poem; for 

example, we may refer to a creative artist or creative writer commonly. They are able to 



create something novel, such as a painting, craft item, or story. It is also not uncommon that 

we associate the term ‘creativity’ to some product that results as an outcome; especially in the 

commercial arena, we always have various types of new products being designed and 

manufactured/used. What usually happens is that, based on customer or user feedback, the 

manufacturers/producers design new products as an evolutionary process. There is also a 

differentiation made between ‘Big C’ creativity and ‘little c’ creativity. ‘Big C’ creativity 

leads to changes, or transformations, in the domain, and as a result, ‘Big C’ creators become 

eminent personnel. On the other hand, ‘little c’ creativity refers to how human beings lead 

their everyday lives, fulfilling their requirements by solving problems; as a result, ‘little c’ 

creators do not necessarily have to be well known. Humanistic psychologists are more 

prominently ‘little c’ creativity advocates (Piirto, 2004). Further, ‘Big C’ creativity is more 

long-term, result-oriented, and reflection-based, whereas ‘little c’ creativity is more short-

term, process-oriented, and intuition-based (Knoop, 2008). 

Researchers also differentiate between creativity and wisdom, the latter as an 

advanced form of the former (Claxton, 2008; Bergman, 2018). Creativity requires domain-

specific expertise and constitutes focus strength, whereas wisdom requires broader 

knowledge about everyday life and represents balance strength (Simonton, 2008). 

Neuroscientists also recognise that wisdom entails extensive learning, broad experiences, and 

profound thought; further, they identify that a number of brain regions are required to feed 

information to the frontal cerebral cortex to stimulate and integrate related 

functions/knowledge to generate wisdom (Diamond, 2000). In a similar vein, Kazimierz 

Dabrowski highlights that when higher levels of human developments are achieved through 

higher levels of cognitive and emotional developments, the functions involved in stimulating 

the cerebral cortex that leads to higher levels of consciousness; empathy is being identified as 

one of the prime emotions being developed at a higher level of consciousness (Battaglia, 



2002). Further, Robert Sylwester (2001) highlights consciousness as the most significant 

concept in the domain of neuroscience. Consequently, we get to see a direct relationship 

between empathy and wisdom as outcomes achieved at higher levels of human development 

(a.k.a. consciousness). Abraham Maslow also referred to the term ‘consciousness’ in his 

description of self-transcendence, the highest level of human development described in his 

hierarchical model (Maslow, 1993; ‘Summary of Maslow’, 2017). We use the term 

‘creativity’ throughout this book in a broader, more general, sense; it does not necessarily 

refer to creating a product or an artwork; it is neither becoming eminent. More or less, our 

use of the term ‘creativity’ resembles the use of ‘little c’ creativity. However, when we refer 

to an individual as creative, he or she is capable of viewing the problem at hand from 

different perspectives or contexts; in other words, the person is able to see it from 

multidimensional viewpoints or in a deeper, more critical sense. When one sees a problem in 

a deeper, or more critical, manner, he or she is able to identify new relationships, even 

somewhat unusual ones, based on his/her knowledge base. We may refer to this process of 

identifying relationships as constricting knowledge; this process may take a relatively long 

time and may not be achieved when time is strictly constrained. 

Another important aspect of the way we use the term creativity is that we do not 

strictly confine creative acts human beings perform daily into a single domain; to get all their 

essential daily requirements fulfilled, their activities cannot be restricted to a single domain, 

even though engaging in one’s career or profession can be very restricted. That is, in general, 

individuals will have many daily tasks to attend outside his or her usual career. Consequently, 

the way we use the term creativity embeds some wisdom in it, in the manner how the term 

‘wisdom’ is defined by researchers as insights crossing the borders of domains. Further, as 

Jane Piirto (2004) and many other scholars put forth, we believe creativity is natural to 

human beings (Kaufman & Gregoire, 2016; Wood, 2017; Weicht, 2018; Boyd, 2018; Patel, 



2018; Mulholland, 2016), and as a result, we can enhance creativity through appropriate 

activities and practice. That is, depending on the pedagogical practices we use, creativity in 

learners can either be stifled or enhanced; this is the area we are trying to address throughout 

this book. In addition, the tasks highlighted in the description of the creative process 

essentially make use of the right hemisphere and integrative cortices of the brain extensively, 

rather than relying mostly on the left hemisphere and other parts of the cerebral cortex, as we 

elaborate further. 

 

The Use of the Concept of Human Development in This Book 

In this book, we use the term ‘human development’ to indicate the evolvement of human 

beings as more creative and empathic creatures possessing a higher level of wisdom. In this 

process of human development, individuals essentially broaden their knowledge base or 

become more learned or educated in an ongoing manner using a growth mindset (Dweck, 

2016; O’Keefe, Dweck, & Walton, 2018). They tend to see more relationships among the 

knowledge bases they have or develop multidimensional perspectives. When individuals 

engage in a process of learning in a lifelong manner, they add additional dimensions of views 

to their repertoires. As Kazimierz Dabrowski put forth, when higher levels of human 

developments are achieved, the underlying functions stimulate the cerebral cortex, indicating 

physiological changes to the neural system, as also evidenced by many recent neuroscience 

research outcomes (Evrard et al., 2016; Ludvik et al., 2016a; Goleman & Davidson, 2017). 

That is, we can infer that individual knowledge bases, or neural networks, get connected to 

each other more, forming more meaningful relationships. These changes are responsible for 

enhancing consciousness in humanistically evolving individuals. In human development, 

changes occur in both cognition and emotion. Improved cognitive abilities indicate that an 

individual becomes able to identify different perspectives (Edelman, 2017), leading to critical 



and creative thinking (Paul & Elder, 2000; Kaufman & Gregoire, 2016; Wood, 2017; Weicht, 

2018; Boyd, 2018; Patel, 2018; Ludvik et al., 2016b; Mulholland, 2016). Enhanced emotional 

abilities demonstrate the capacities for self-control/self-management, leading a way of 

thinking based on equanimity and a higher level of emotional intelligence (Goleman, 2005; 

Goleman, 2013; ‘Coaching for Emotional Intelligence’, 2018; Goleman & Boyatzis, 2017; 

‘The Best Books on Emotional Intelligence’, n.d.; Goleman, 2018; Bradberry, 2017; 

Goleman, 2017). Empathy is identified as one of the prime emotions developed in individuals 

at higher levels of developments (Battaglia, 2002). 

 


